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More innovative, more creative, quicker ...

More innovative, more creative, quicker ...

That's our philosophy.

We are always on the lookout for creative solutions and innovative 

technologies to meet your requirements even quicker.



A brief biography

Our core expertise

is engineering and manufacturing complete

client-specific machinery and components.

We are the industry specialists in mechanical

engineering of plastics extrusion, robotics, 

automation, assembly and battery production

fields. We are constantly expanding our fields

of business and capacities with future demand

in mind.

Fair and open cooperation 

with our clients is a basic prerequisite for us.

Our customers must benefit from and enjoy

our products and services. We offer top 

quality, on-time delivery and flexibility, backed

up by our highly professional, motivated and

results-oriented staff.

Stefan Pütz,
Managing Director
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Company history

Founded as a software and commissioning planning office

Began manufacturing control cabinets

Moved to the company’s new offices on the banks of the Saar River. 

400 m² office space and 300 m² production space

Began making complete systems including mechanical equipment, 

robotics and conveying equipment

Move to the new final assembly shop with 1,100 m2

Began manufacturing specialised machinery

Founding of the PMC Machinery Solutions s.r.o. company in Bratislava, Slovakia

Took over and further operation of Bellaform GmbH, Gau-Algesheim (Mainz)

Opened our Limburg branch

Took over and further operation of Sampas GmbH, Remshalden-Grunbach (Stuttgart)

1988

1991

1997

1998

2000

2003

2004

2007

2009

2010
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These are the people responsible for development, construction, 

testing, manufacture, installation, sales and maintenance. 

Their analytical and strategic approach is the basis of our success.
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Pütz Prozessautomatisierung GmbH

Head office Saarburg

Am Saarufer 8

54439 Saarburg

GERMANY

Phone: +49 6581 9299-0

Fax: +49 6581 9299-29

info@puetzgroup.de

www.puetzgroup.de

Pütz Prozessautomatisierung GmbH

Branch office Limburg

Lindenstr. 3

65555 Limburg

GERMANY

Phone: +49 6431 285650-0

Fax: +49 6431 285650-29

info@puetzgroup.de

www.puetzgroup.de

PMC Machinery Solutions s.r.o.

Domové role 63

82105 Bratislava

SLOVAKIA

Phone: +421 2482040-01

Fax: +421 2482040-03

info@pmc-slovakia.com

www.puetzgroup.de

Machines and systems 

for the automotive 

and supplier industry

Individual, customised system

solutions in the following fields

• Robotics

• Assembly

• Welding

• Control and operation engineering

• Special machinery manufacture

• Battery production machinery
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Production:

• Automatic box hole punching machinery

• Automatic short circuit testing machinery

• Automatic leak testing 

(pressure testing) machinery

• Automatic set fixing machinery (hot glue)

Finishing:

• Depalletising robot

• Automatic acid filling machinery

• Automatic levelling machinery

• Automatic screwing machinery

• Automatic degassing cap placement 

machinery

• Washing plant

• Automatic high current loading testing 

machinery

• Automatic high voltage leakage testing 

machinery

• Automatic pole brushing machinery

• Automatic pole lubrication machinery

• Automatic marking machinery

• Automatic labelling machinery

• Palletising robot

• Automatic acid decanting machinery

• Automatic acid level checking machinery

• Automatic sealing strip installation 

machinery

• Automatic cover blowing machinery

• Automatic anti-static spray machinery

• Automatic picking and packing machinery

Starter battery machinery: Traction and industrial battery 

machinery:

Production:

• Automatic plate punching and polishing 

machinery

• Automatic plate stacker

• Automatic sealing ring insertion machinery

• Automatic leakage testing machinery

• Automatic marking machinery

Finishing:

• Automatic acid filling machinery

• Manual acid filling equipment

• Automatic gel filling machinery

• Manual gel filling equipment

• Automatic vacuum acid filling machinery

• Automatic vacuum gel filling machinery

Battery production machinery
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As a system house Bellaform develops com-

plete ranges of production machinery with

components optimally harmonised and 

mature automation. We offer complex plant

with all peripheral equipment as well as indivi-

dual machines, i.e. all the individual devices 

in our range, all components and all the addi-

tional devices and accessories.

We specialise in supplying convincing soluti-

ons precisely tailored to your individual 

production requirements with consistent top

build quality. We have all the know-how and

expertise needed.

Bellaform GmbH

Marie-Curie-Straße 14

55435 Gau-Algesheim

GERMANY

Phone: +49 6725 91925-0

Fax: +49 6725 91925-200

info@bellaform.com

www.bellaform.com
Development and assembly 

of plastics processing plant

and machinery

• Extrusion plants

• Inline thermal shaping equipment

• Shear roll mixing systems
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Sampas GmbH

Stuttgarter Straße 85

73630 Remshalden-Grunbach

GERMANY

Phone: +49 7151 604033-0

Fax: +49 7151 604033-300

info@sampas.de

www.sampas.de

Sampas supplies turnkey robotics systems

and automation plant solutions that are trend-

setters. Each individual project is supervised

from the idea via optimal implementation to

achievement of all the goals set.

Our robotics and system solutions include:

• Handling

• Milling

• Grinding

• Polishing

• Deburring

Planning and implementing 

system solutions for mechanical 

engineering plant and industry

• Automation

• Rationalisation

• Quality improvement
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Our charter

1. __ hours in service, carpe diem: be creative!

2. Peace and freedom are important goods. It is worth taking responsibility for them.

3. Ethics, morals and values are essential for sustainable, economic success.

4. Trust should be established and extended rapidly internally between employees 

and externally with customers and suppliers on the basis of ethics and values.

5. Success needs analysis and strategy, which must be at the start of all efficient 

activities.

6. Our customers must benefit from and enjoy our products and services: 

quality, on-time delivery and flexibility are essential.

7. We encourage our suppliers to work with us on the basis of and in the spirit 

of this charter.

8. Our noble aim is to give our employees tasks that they work through with joy and 

satisfaction; we want to thus awaken vitality in them so they can develop more, 

all negative pressure must be avoided. To err is human; in contrast analysing 

this in depth and working towards appropriate, fundamental changes is the duty 

of all of our employees. We communicate with high quality; the quantity of the 

language used appears to be counter-productive. Polarisation creates clarity and 

increases the pressure for the decision; none of those involved need to undertake 

superfluous efforts. We are economical up to the point of being mean, 

thus protecting resources and the environment, as well as creating profitability 

and stability.

9. The duty to maintain the confidentiality of operational material from use by third 

parties applies to employees, suppliers and customers. All data and information 

must be treated as highly sensitive. Only the essential data and information 

may be provided to third parties.

10. 5% of our pre-tax profit goes to charities that support children. 

Here too the minimum-maximum principle is important.



References
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Alwitra Flachdachsysteme, Trier-Irsch

Banner, Linz (Austria)

BCM Kosmetik, Dietzenbach

Biebelhausener Mühle, Ayl-Biebelhausen

BSH Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte, Dillingen/Danube

Ceratizit, Warren MI (USA)

Daimler, Stuttgart

Digatron Industrie Elektronik, Aachen

Dr. Oetker Tiefkühlprodukte, Wittlich

DURA Automotive Body & Glass Systems, Plettenberg

DURA Automotive Systems, Einbeck

DURA Automotive Systems, Daun

Eberspächer, Neunkirchen

Eurofoam Deutschland, Bexbach

Exide Technologies, Büdingen

Feuer Powertrain, Nordhausen

GKN Driveline Deutschland, Offenbach/Main

GKN Driveline, Kaiserslautern

GKN Driveline, Trier

GKN Driveshafts, Rayong (Thailand)

GKN Polska, Olesnica (Poland)

Goodyear Dunlop Tires Germany, Hanau

Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, Colmar-Berg (Luxembourg)

Guardian Automotive Europe, Grevenmacher (Luxembourg)

Hoppecke Batterien, Brilon

Huhtamaki Deutschland, Alf/Mosel

Ideal Standard, Wittlich

Johnson Controls, Ceska Lipa (Czech Republic)

Johnson Controls, Zwickau

Kirsch, Trier

Ludwig Schokolade, Saarlouis

Schlemmer, Hassfurt und Poing

Schönenberger, Deizisau

Siegenia-AUBI Beschlagtechnik, Hermeskeil

Siemens, Stuttgart

suki.international, Landscheid

ThyssenKrupp Bilstein Suspension, Mandern

Treofan Germany, Neunkirchen

Vaillant, Remscheid

VB Autobatterie, Hanover

Veritas, Gelnhausen

Villeroy & Boch, Mettlach

Volvo Construction Equipment, Konz

Volkswagen Slovakia, Bratislava (Slovakia)

Volkswagen, Brussels (Belgium)
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Your requirements, our solutions.

Pütz Group

Pütz Prozessautomatisierung GmbH 

Am Saarufer 8

54439 Saarburg

GERMANY

Phone: +49 6581 9299-0

Fax: +49 6581 9299-29

info@puetzgroup.de

www.puetzgroup.de

Pütz Prozessautomatisierung GmbH, head office Saarburg 

Pütz Prozessautomatisierung GmbH, branch office Limburg

PMC Machinery Solutions s.r.o., Bratislava (Slovakia)

Bellaform GmbH, Gau-Algesheim

Sampas GmbH, Remshalden-Grunbach


